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Executive
Summary.
On August 22nd, Claudia Chender, MLA for Dartmouth South, and Susan Leblanc, MLA for

Dartmouth North, convened a meeting of over 150 community members, including municipal,

provincial and federal representatives of all parties to discuss the future of the Dartmouth lakes. For

a variety of reasons that are clear to the community and were clearly enumerated during the

presentations and conversations, the lakes of the City of Lakes are deeply stressed. 

The MLAs wanted to hear from the community what role they expect the Province to play as the

level of government with legislative authority over all watercourses in Nova Scotia.

The meeting was organized to:

Provide education about the complex challenges affecting our lakes

Identify areas of individual, organizational and government responsibility

Identify key actions to help save our lakes

Build shared commitment

After a land acknowledgement and welcome, Norm Steele, member of the Portland Estates and Hills

Residents’ Association (Morris and Russell Lakes Conservation Committee) and Oathill Lake

Conservation Society, made a presentation on the many challenges facing our lakes. In his extensive

presentation, he discussed the lack of appropriate responses from the Department of Environment

and HRM around complaints and enforcement, confusion in terms of roles and responses, and a lack

of front line training. He also discussed individual actions such as the use of fertilizer, and not

curbing dog waste. Finally, the presentation covered issues with stormwater run-off into the lakes

among other stressors leading to the presence of harmful algal blooms, invasive species, and the

other challenges we are currently living with.
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After the presentation, we then asked the group to discuss what the most pressing of these

challenges were for them. Many of the comments fell broadly into the following categories:

Health concerns for swimmers and paddlers

A concern over appropriate permitting, monitoring and enforcement of development and

construction across Dartmouth

General issues with governance and leadership regarding the lakes, specifically confusion around

jurisdiction, as well as the suggestion for a new governance group comprised of all concerned

parties

Planning concerns

Concerns about a lack of public awareness around actions that impact the health of our lakes

A perceived lack of scientific knowledge on the part of front line workers dealing with lakes and

watersheds at all levels of government

Stormwater management and runoff issues--everything flows into the sewers and into the lakes

which is part of the stress on the natural aquatic environments

Invasive species, especially in Little Albro Lake

Animals and wildlife around the lake

The second presentation of the evening was by Bob Rutherford, retired aquatic habitat restoration

biologist, who gave an overview of the various and overlapping areas of jurisdiction over lakes. He

began by pointing out that the Canadian constitution is actually silent on the question of jurisdiction

over lakes. That being said, the Nova Scotia Environment Act specifies what jurisdiction the Province

has over watercourses in the Province. The Municipal Governance Act and the HRM Charter also

specify roles for the municipality in terms of urban land use and its impacts.

Sam Austin, HRM Councillor for District 5 then gave a short overview of the work that HRM is

doing, including a pilot program to reduce the invasive species in Little Albro lake, weeding of Lake

Banook, a recent pollution study on Lake Banook, and a commitment to revisit lake monitoring. He

was also clear that most of this is technically outside of the mandate of the HRM Charter and that

HRM Council is eager for the Province to fulfill their mandated role to a greater extent.
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Participants then discussed in smaller groups what specific actions they would like to see the

Province take to address these challenges. The responses were varied, but the key areas of interest

were:

Enhanced provincial leadership on the lakes file and prioritization of urban lakes with resources

assigned

Clarification of jurisdiction

Development of sound policy and regulations regarding urban lake health

Enhanced enforcement by Nova Scotia Department of Environment, additional resources for

monitoring and regulation

Better resourcing of all front line enforcement

We closed the meeting with a promise to create a record of the proceedings, which would be shared,

and to bring this record, along with our petition calling on the Province to fulfil its role, to our

meeting with the Minister this month.
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Challenges
Facing Our
Lakes.
Presented by Norman Steele, Portland Estates and Hills Residents’ Association (Morris and

Russell Lakes Conservation Committee) and Oathill Lake Conservation Society
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C H A L L E N G E S  

What are the most
important
challenges facing
our lakes?

Everyone in the room took 20 minutes to

share their biggest challenges surrounding the

Dartmouth lakes.

Here  are the results according to the

community:

Governance (31.37%) Enforcement (12.42%) Public Awareness (7.19%) Environmental (42.48%)

Other (6.54%)
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Dartmouth Lakes:
Government Jurisdiction.
Presented by Bob Rutherford, aquatic habitat restoration biologist
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Lake Banook: HRM has completed a pollution control study that will be rolling up to Council in the

next few months with specific recommendations for Council. Halifax Water is finishing up an

investigation of the stormwater system around Banook and Micmac to identify if there are any leaks

or cross-connections. So far nothing. HRM has launched a PR effort to try and cajole more dog

owners into picking up after their pets.

Lake Banook Weeding: HRM is continuing with the weeding to ensure the lake’s paddling course is

open. This is a one-off as a result of Banook’s special status as a sports and recreation hub. HRM

hasn’t taken on weeding in other lakes. The Lake Banook weeding also supports the pollution study

recommendation which was to continue with weeding since it removes phosphorous and nutrients

from the lake in plant form.

Little Albro: HRM has approved a pilot project to cover a small area of the lake with benthic mats in

hopes of suffocating the Floating Yellow Heart that has taken over the lake. While the actions around

Banook fit with Council’s responsibilities around land-use planning, stormwater, runoff, and

recreation, dealing with invasive species is more definitely a Department of Environment issue. HRM

has no recreational programming on Little Albro and it’s not a land-use or stormwater issue. HRM is

involved in a pilot because the Department of Environment hasn’t been willing to engage on this and

we’re afraid of the implications to other Dartmouth lakes and recreation if the Floating Yellow Heart

eventually spreads. Province should ban sale of Floating Yellow Heart if they haven’t already since it

got into Little Albro as an ornamental garden plant. If pilot program works, the municipality will likely

seek cooperation from the Province to broaden the effort.

Lake Monitoring: HRM is looking at bringing back a monitoring program for the lakes. A consultant

will prepare a report this year which will look at what HRM should be monitoring and for what

purposes. There is some tension here as there is a need for more general science to happen in our

lakes, but that really is a Department of Environment responsibility.

So to sum up, Lake Banook action is very much in HRM’s wheelhouse, but monitoring and Little Albro

are a bit more of a stretch and spaces that HRM is really only in because of the lack of any Provincial

programming or ownership.

HRM Update.
Presented by Sam Austin, Councillor District 5
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What actions
should the
Province take to
help save our
lakes?

Everyone in the room took 20 minutes to think

about how they want the Provincial

government to act.

Here  are the results according to the

community:

Clarify jurisdiction (12.50%) Develop policy/regulations (17.86%) Environmental mandate (17.86%)

Enforcement (5.36%) Allocate resources/funding (17.86%) Training/education (7.14%)

Communications strategy (7.14%) Form another governing body (14.29%)
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Based on the above information, our key asks of the Minister are:

 

To immediately convene an Urban Lakes Commission comprised of key stakeholders, experts,

community members, and all three levels of government that would:

Use a time-bound approach to provide a set of recommendations aimed at addressing the

challenges facing our urban lakes

Provide recommendations to the Minister of Environment to require the department to report

regularly regarding its progress on the recommendations

To enhance staffing and increase training and resourcing of front line Department of Environment

staff

Mandate response times to complaints

A public awareness campaign either independently or in concert with similar HRM initiatives about

what residents can do to protect nearby lakes

Conclusion.
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Sign
the petition.
Download and print

from claudiachender.ca/dartmouth-lakes-

petition-2019 or drop into either Claudia or

Susan's MLA office.

D e a d l i n e :  W e  w i l l  b e
c o l l e c t i n g  a l l  s i g n a t u r e s
f o r  S e p t e m b e r  2 5 t h .

1

Be conscious of
our environment.

Pick up litter around lakes.

Pick up after your dog.

Refrain from using  fertilizers.

Keep to designated paths around lakes..

2

Support your
local lake
organization.

3

There are many concerned and organized

people in our communities already

advocating for the health of Dartmouth

lakes. Reach out to the one nearest you or

start your own.

What can
you do?

https://www.claudiachender.ca/dartmouth-lakes-petition-2019
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Claudia Chender, MLA Dartmouth South
902-406-2301

claudiachendermla@gmail.com

www.claudiachender.ca

120–33 Ochterloney Street, Dartmouth, NS B2Y 4P5

Tim Halman, MLA Dartmouth East
902- 469-7353

timhalmanmla@gmail.com

www.timhalman.com

73 Tacoma Dr suite 204, Dartmouth, NS B2W 3Y6

Sam Austin, Councillor District 5
902-579-6814

sam.austin@halifax.ca

www.samaustin.ca

Elected Officials.
Susan Leblanc, MLA Dartmouth North
902-463-6670

susanleblancmla@bellaliant.com

www.susanleblanc.ca

260 Wyse Rd #102, Dartmouth, NS B3A 1N3

Barb Adams, MLA Cole Harbour-Eastern
Passage
902-406-0656 

barbadamsmla@gmail.com

www.barbadamsmla.ca

1488 Main Rd. Eastern Passage, NS B3G 1A1

Tony Mancini, Councillor District 7
902-490-4050

tony.mancini@halifax.ca

Lorelei Nicoll, Councillor District 4
902.478.2705

lorelei.nicoll@halifax.ca

www.engagingcoleharbour.ca

Darren Fisher, MP Dartmouth - Cole Harbour
902-462-6453

Darren.Fisher@Parl.gc.ca

www.darrenfisher.ca

82 Tacoma Drive, Suite 200, Dartmouth, NS, B2W 3E5

Bill Karsten, Councillor District 3
902-476-1855

bill.karsten@halifax.ca

Tony Ince, MLA Cole Harbour - Portland
Valley

902- 800-0116

tonyince@tonyincemla.ca

1081 Cole Harbour Rd Unit 6, Dartmouth, NS B2V 1E8

Steve Streatch, Councillor District 1
902-579-6738

steve.streatch@halifax.ca

www.stevestreatch.com

Contacts.

PROVINCIAL

MUNICIPAL

FEDERAL

https://www.claudiachender.ca/
https://www.timhalman.com/
http://www.samaustin.ca/
https://www.susanleblanc.ca/
http://www.barbadamsmla.ca/
http://www.engagingcoleharbour.ca/
http://www.darrenfisher.ca/
http://www.stevestreatch.com/
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Lakes Organizations.
Oathill Lake Conservation Society
www.oathilllake.ca

Penhorn Lake Area Trail Association (PLATA)

Portland Estates & Hills Residents' Association (PEHRA)
www.pehra.info

Russell Lake West Community Group
Facebook: Russell Lake West Community Group

Shubenacadie Canal Commission
www.shubenacadiecanal.ca

Facebook: Oathill Lake Conservation Society

Facebook: @penhornlake

Facebook: PEHRA - Portland Estates & Hills Residents' Association

Facebook: @shubiecanal

Nova Scotia Environment
www.novascotia.ca/nse

Government Departments.

Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Fishing/habitat violations: 1-800-222-8477 (24/7)

Fisheries Officer Burnside: 902-426-9010

Manager, Fisheries Protection Program: 902-802-0740

www.inter.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Maritimes/Contact-Us

Environment Canada & Climate Change
Enforcement 1-800-668-6767

902-420-9287

www.halifaxwater.ca

Halifax Water

PROVINCIAL

MUNICIPAL

FEDERAL

902-424-7773

Conservation Enforcement:

www.novascotia.ca/nse/conservation-enforcement

http://www.oathilllake.ca/
http://www.pehra.info/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1208441049179439/
https://www.shubenacadiecanal.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/oathilllake/
https://www.facebook.com/penhornlake/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/pehra.info/
https://www.facebook.com/shubiecanal/
https://www.novascotia.ca/nse/
http://www.inter.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/Maritimes/Contact-Us
https://www.halifaxwater.ca/
http://www.novascotia.ca/nse/conservation-enforcement
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Question 1: Challenges

Construction run-off: Silt burdens entering the lakes from exposed construction sites by storm sewers and direct run-off

Development

Traffic and building infrastructure for new development such as Waverley Road, 107, Lake Charles

Silt runoff from 107 and Conrad Pit into Lake Charles

Developers and single home builders should not have an ‘as of right’ to do whatever they want

Developers have to be held responsible

Hold developers accountable

Visual assault from commercial, retail, and industry: Dartmouth Crossing, Burnside

Stop our councillors from giving into developers and ignoring the planning bylaws they should use to prevent harm to our lakes.

Excuses, after the approvals are given, are becoming pathetic.

HRM offloading responsibility to province and feds (total lack of and accountability). It must be possible to clearly define who is

responsible for lakes at all levels.

HRM take responsibility for stormwater treatment

More HRM environmental staff

HRM must be lead for lake protection

Speed up HRM adoption of stormwater management bylaw, especially quality

Pass water quality monitoring functional plan

HRM act more quickly to enact a stormwater bylaw

HRM is not taking responsibility. Need to give us point of contact and advising committee and enforcement

Better bylaws around development with monitoring

Lot creep

Sawmill River daylighting

Legislation

All levels of government should provide shared stewardship

Hire a team of people from HRM and Province to tackle water quality issues in Dartmouth lakes

Integration of resources by all levels of government

Proactive government resource allocation

Need more leadership and responsibility

“Who’s first?” syndrome: Province, city, federal need to meet to agree on effective approaches

Buck-passing between levels of government, especially around development and land use

Government cooperation

Collaboration between levels of government and other organizations and the public

Governmental departments just pass the buck. We report issues and our concerns are ignored

Green the Red and White Books

Red and White books (municipal and provincial) rules and regulations books need to be updated to include environmental

protection

Create new regulations as needed to keep lakes safe

Someone has to take ownership of the problem

What have other provinces or municipalities done successfully and how did they go about it?

Clear roles of responsibility and environmental planning

Rules governing what weed control citizens can attempt

Government taking responsibility and taking action

What are the most important challenges facing our lakes?

What follows is a record of every sticky note we collected at the Dartmouth Lakes meeting,
representing the feedback given by the community.
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Government accountability, clear structure of who is responsible for what

Clarify who is responsible for what

Provincial and HRM need to meet and figure out who is responsible for what regulation-wise ASAP. Need to work together to make

things happen instead of “passing the buck”

Lack of clarity around responsibility and jurisdiction at various government levels

Clarify the jurisdictional roles of all three levels of government

Lack of clarity by government re responsibility: unclear regulations or not strong enough

Re-instate Lakes Advisory Board

Lake Advisory Committee

We need monitoring of water quality in lakes (phosphorous, nutrients…) (Lake Washington)

Develop action plans to actively remediate issues rather than shutting down lakes and waiting for it to naturally clear

We need a cohesive management plan for our watersheds

Watershed planning

Lack of plan for preservation eg: buffer zones on all lakes of 50m

Monitoring

The lakes could be graded for the severity of the problems

Tired of hearing “If we had only known” when we have brought these concerns forward

Boat speed regulations (Lake Mic Mac)

Lack of enforcement against tree buffer removals

Enforce existing regulations

Enforcement: who has responsibility? Own it.

Strengthen regulations

Significant deterrents (fines) for dumping, development on or in the lakes

HRM needs to hire people to manage and enforce water quality standards

Enforcement: holding industry accountable

Enforcement: more education and consistent regulatory enforcement

Enforcing development regulations

Enforce existing regulations with developers

Enforcement

Appropriate consequences: fines, deterrents

Governments (municipal/provincial) need to take ownership and enforce regulations already in place to protect Dartmouth Lakes

Policies and education and positive enforcement for behaviour change

Boat safety enforcement

Province should: water quality: regulatory body and compliance

Enforcement/empowerment

Waterfowl restrictions and control

Lack of controls regarding residential property owners: clearing land of native trees and grasses, etc, replacing with hard surfaces,

over-fertilized grass, massive docks

Apathy and indifference - whole community involvement and awareness

Access to information

Education re: regulations/attitudes

Forget about the support of the government: We can see it’s not working. Need a citizen level movement.

Awareness around lake issues

Awareness - public education about regulations and what individuals can do to promote healthy lakes

Access to information and clarity of roles from government

Language is important: “pristine” = spectrum. “Threat” = cause vs symptoms - focus on literacy here

Educate lake homeowners re: adverse effects of lawn fertilizers

Show stormwater “deltas” in Banook and Sullivan’s Pond with a drone (made my students realize)

Lack of understanding of issues and effects - how truly harmful are the issues
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Testing labs need to be local for shorter turnaround times

Reinstate water quality testing

Not enough science to understand issues

Can we get more science to figure out how to tackle the weeds?

Water quality

Water quality: Ecoli

Lowering nutrients in water

Stormwater treatment

Stormwater runoff into lakes

Better stormwater management

Stormwater and wastewater runoff

Stormwater runoff into lakes

Lack of stormwater treatment

Stormwater runoff

Outfalls

Water quality from tributaries that travel through industrial and city storm sewer routes causing silting, weed growth, water quality,

and usability

Runoff

Pollution

Sewer pipes emptying in lakes - very evident 30 feet out from Cottage Cafe shore. Easily viewed at Birch Cove

Silt control and remediation

Water quality affected by too many unnatural nutrients (fertilizer, dog poo, etc.)

Water flow through watershed: beaver dams, construction

Use of salt for snow and ice removal (city, residents)

No direct discharge

Invasive species: Floating Yellow Heart (affects recreation)

Weeds

Weeds, algae in lakes making then unusable or limiting use (why is this happening? What can we all do?)

Blue green algae

Algae

Blue-Green algae (Mic Mac)

Weed growth

Yellow Floating Heart

Control waterfowl

Fix the problems: algae, yellow heart. Funding needed for solutions

Yellow floating heart has deemed lake totally unusable

Address presence and growth of invasive weeds

Invasive species removal

Weeds, algae, etc

Climate change: weed growth, algae, other pollutants

Chemicals, E-coli, dog poop, ducks/geese, runoff

Dogs off-leash: bacterial/viral pollution, nutrient loading

Dog poop

Dog park at Shubie

Wildlife: birds, invasive fish

Geese and ducks: swimmer’s itch, defecating, increasing problem

Hire engineering firm for solution

Vegetated buffer zones

Leave greenspace around lakes

Protect areas already developed around lakes where possible
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Removal of natural wastewater barriers

Green ash border

Oil grit separator

Groundwater recharge

TDML [Total Daily Maximum Load]

Lake Banook beaches

Environment

Limit the usage of gas-powered outboard motorcraft

Sunscreen

Watershed approach “slow it down, cool it down, keep it clean”

Add iron

Floating “plant” islands

Clean for swimming and wildlife

Destruction of natural animals and plants that can help with cleaning up the water

Beach closures

Are we moving into a water quality crisis situation?

Age of sewer infrastructure and where it goes

Quadruple HRM water quality budget - increase staffing

Fund water quality monitoring functional plan (existing)

Private funding where possible (business close to lakes)

Event money to be spent on lake quality

Economic impact

Health concerns about swimming in lakes

Is it safe for our children to swim in Dartmouth lakes?

Better control over water flow - Lake Charles a high point - more flow through the lock system needed

Include all speakers and contact numbers in follow up e-mail to attendees so we know who to approach to deal with this situation
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Question 2: Solutions

Province comes to the table to participate

Province is best suited to govern lakes

Province monitor HRM programs

Someone (province?) take responsibility

NS Province should assume the leadership role in organizing itself and other jurisdictions to be effective.

Province should give HRM the responsibility and standards for Dartmouth (and Halifax, etc) lakes

Province should fund HRM so HRM can properly oversee the lakes (with a department that includes a more robust team of

experts)

DOE should be proactive rather than complaints-driven

Province implement water for life strategy

Provincial monitoring of lakes

The province should develop a water governance model similar in scope to DivertNS (formerly the Resource Recovery Board).

Funding through water utility feels and well and septic (toilets, sinks, etc. tax) DAWN has a model.

Develop a long term plan (50 years)

Define provincial responsibilities

Jurisdiction: province needs to clarify jurisdiction. HRM officials need direction from province. Build relationships with DFO - share

jurisdiction because water quality and fish habitat overlap.

Concentrate authority in one agency

Accountability of all departments of the province and city

Transfer responsibility and funding to HRM

Transfer responsibility and funding to HRM

Province to monitor HRM programs to protect lakes

Legislation that is effective and long term

Meet and coordinate with HRM and create a workable policy structure for lake use and health

If fertilizer is causing high phosphorous levels in our lakes, then fertilizers have to be regulated/banned (?)

Prioritize the environment (Environmental Bill of Rights)!!

Legal authority for watercourses under Canadian constitution

Develop stronger policies and regulation and ensure they are enforced

Develop policies for healthy urban lakes

Develop statement of provincial interest on water quality (broader than drinking water)

Greater ownership of environment file: policy, regulations, training

Develop set of policies for healthy urban lakes

Province has to make water quality a priority and assign resources to it

Take action to preserve natural habitat, including embankments

Take action to prevent further expansion of Canada Geese

Dedicated and inclusive custodianship

Follow federal AOC framework

Phoslock: study to consider allowing use

Produce actionable studies

Regular testing with faster turnaround time using a local lab

Priority needs to be on Dartmouth lakes currently used for recreation ie: Morris Lake is home to 1) Kiwanis Swim Park, 2)

MacDonald Beach (used by military families in HRM), 3) Boat derbies (fishing competitions), 4) First Nations Reserve

What actions should the Province take to help save our lakes?
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Lake surveys can be assisted by Navy divers who have skills in bottom surveys and have remote vehicles with sensors. Also defence

research for surveys.

NSE needs to significantly increase enforcement budget. DOI need to add prosecutorial resources specific to environmental

enforcement

Police future developments (and re-developments) to ensure adherence to environmental regulations

Enforcement - more trained staff who can work to address regulatory violations

Designate resources to regular lake monitoring either provincially or delegate to the city

Create a paid position (provincially/municipally) that will employ a person who has the expertise and can provide logical solutions to

this crisis (cooperation and coordination)

Provide a tax rebate to those who volunteer for waterways advocacy in the HRM

If there is no one who has the expertise currently… hire someone - find someone - with the slippery slope we’re on, we don’t have

long to fix this situation. Action speaks.

Funding

Province could delegate power and give money to HRM to test water quality

Provide resources and support for community lake organizations and larger coalition/network

More money for issue/specific actions

Provide funding to municipal government to update stormwater infrastructure

Event money for water quality

Train staff on provincial responsibility for the urban lakes and provincial policy and structure for care of lakes.

Province has to train its staff

People assigned to manage water issues need to be properly trained/educated

Educate: inspectors, community, the public

Public education

Awareness to the fragility of our lake ecosystems not just to developers and those who have an immediate usage (sporting events,

concerts), but to all stakeholders

Education: define this issue in a way that can be clearly and concisely communicated to the public in a way that will engage people

because they understand how they can take action.

Provide more and reliable resources to provide to the public regarding waterfront/shoreline development procedures

Form an intergovernmental committee: Halifax Water, HRM, NS Department of Environment, DFO, Public Health, etc.

Coordinate a citizen action plan for monitoring using volunteers (human resources), led by specialists and university

Work with those that have money: DFO and ECCC

A lake commission

Support citizens’ groups

Provide funding to community organizations who work on protecting aquatic areas

Lake advisory council (bylaws)

Break down the silos and build relationships, foster cooperation between three levels of government. Greater communication and

cooperation will increase the amount of resources that can be directed to addressing this issue.

HRM needs to demand the power from the province, along with funding and expertise

HRM: close the dog park in Shubie. Enforce off-leash dogs in now-off-leash areas.

HRM: close boat launch on Lake Mic Mac

Cameron Deacoff needs more staff/funding and needs to liaise with the province.

Underlying theme: Dartmouth is touted as the “city of lakes.” Let’s step up to that moniker and do what needs to be done.

Identify problem - monitor - make info available - act

Sunscreen

Is it too late?

Province: work to impose speed limits on Lakes Mic Mac


